Off site, on line, or just in case.
The loss of data for your business has increased more

An increasing number of forward-thinking business

than 400 percent in just the past two years. It is also

are turning to a scalable and flexible cloud solution to

true that business data loss through unanticipated

better manage to the possibility of a disaster and that

disasters, both natural and man-made, is accelerating.

solution is Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS). iland

Unfortunately, businesses of any size, incorrectly assume

has partnered with Veeam to offer iland Secure DRaaS,

that their company is not at risk, and that is potentially a

a secure and compliant cloud backup and replication

big problem.

service delivered at scale globally.

It does more. It costs less. It’s that simple.

Intuitive Cloud management

iland’s Secure DraaS with Veeam integrates your on-premises

The success of your cloud is reliant on the ease of managing all

Veeam environment with an extension to iland’s Secure Cloud

the necessary components. Easily manage all of your virtual data

infrastructure, providing secure and powerfully built replication

center resources, view detailed performance information, create

and failover capabilities. All of this combined with straight

and restore from backups, replicate data, access granular billing

forward and cost-effective pricing.

information, and more with our iland secure cloud console.

Disaster management is our goal.

Business resilience made simple by iland
and Veeam

iland’s global cloud platform provides the automation and
orchestration necessary to protect your critical business
workloads with the peace of mind that comes from our
ability to meet your resiliency goals from design through to
implementation. This combined with our focus on security,
compliance, flexibility and reporting has established iland as
the cloud platform of choice for resilient businesses.

Control, visibility, and confidence

Proceed with confidence—ease of implementation to
on-going support
•

Expert advice

•

Fast recovery times

•

Straightforward pricing

•

On-demand testing

•

Visibility and control

•

Industry leaders

Contact us

•

Automated failover/failback

For more information on iland’s enterprise cloud and disaster

•

Test anytime

recovery services, visit iland.com/services/veeam or sign up for

•

Integrated security

a demo at iland.com/veeam-cloud-connect-draas.

•

iland Recovery Assurance (automated testing)

Protect business. Power innovation.
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